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Evanescent Lamb waves in viscoelastic phononic metastrip
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In this paper, the propagation of evanescent Lamb waves in the one-dimensional viscoelastic

phononic metastrip is studied. Complex band structures and transmission spectra are calculated by

using the finite element method. The effect of viscosity is included according to the Kelvin-Voigt

model. Two types (namely H-type and I-type) of metastrips are fabricated in either steel or epoxy.

A theoretical model is developed to predict the distribution of the displacements of evanescent waves

in the finite metastrip. The effect of different cutting forms on the complex band structure is also

investigated. It is found that the spatial attenuation of evanescent waves is clearly observed in both

simulation and measurement. Numerical and experimental results agree well for steel metastrips

when only the elastic stiffness matrix is considered, whereas good agreement for epoxy metastrips

is achieved when viscoelasticity is taken into account. The displacement distribution of evanescent

waves can be accurately predicted from the two least evanescent waves identified in the complex

band structure. Different slicing forms for the metastrip result in the reconstruction of evanescent

waves, leading to the opening or closing of bandgaps. The present work lays the numerical and

experimental foundation for practical application of phononic metastrips.

I. INTRODUCTION

onic crystals (PCs) are composed of materials with different properties arranged periodically in sp

ost striking feature of PCs is the band gap, inside which wave propagation is prohibited6–9. This

to various applications, such as acoustic insulation10–12, sound isolation13–15 and filtering16,17. Defe

o be used to design waveguides18–21 or energy harvesting devices22–24. According to the real band str

ps appear when there are no dispersion curves for a particular frequency range25. However, according to

ation, waves cannot disappear inside a bandgap. Then, then how do waves transform? Actually, evan

xist in the bandgap and are characterized by the complex band structure26,27. The relationship between t

the wave number and the frequency in the complex band structure is the dispersion, whereas the relat

n the imaginary part of the wave number and the frequency characterizes attenuation on propagation2

ddition to evanescent bulk waves29–32, complex band structures are also widely used for studying evan

waves. Some investigations only focus on flexural waves33,34. Han et al calculated the complex band str

phononic Euler beam by modifying the transfer matrix method35, where the state parameters in the t

method are replaced by initial parameters. Liu and Hussein investigated flexural wave propagation in p

enko beams36. Effects of various types and consequences of periodicity on the complex band structur

iscussed. Airoldi and Ruzzene designed a tunable one-dimensional metamaterial beam using periodic s

ectric patches37. They showed that a compromise in the resistance should be struck between bandwid

ation, determined by the minimum imaginary part of the wave number. Furthermore, there are also
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focusing on the general Lamb waves. Oudich and Assouar calculated the complex band structure of two-dimensional

phononic plates by using the extended plane wave expansion method38. The influence of the plate thickness on
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cent waves, including their polarization, was discussed. Gao et al investigated evanescent waves propa

odic nested acoustic black hole structures. Different attenuations of flexural and longitudinal wave

terized by complex band structures and verified experimentally39.

ractice, solid components are not ideally elastic. Viscosity might exist to some extent, especia

rs40–46. According to the viscoelastic model, the existing studies can be classified into two types. The fir

generalized Maxwell model. The generalized Maxwell model consists of several spring-dampers conne

l; it takes into account the relaxation time of viscoelastic materials. Li et al discussed the complex visco

ties of three-dimensional metamaterials and the effect of thickness and shape of the hole on the attenua

waves47. Yi et al described the mechanical response of a viscoelastic metamaterial composed of epoxy re

. They found that by adjusting the mass of the two oscillators in the cell, a quasi-bandgap is created,

in a wider isolation bandwidth48. Lewińska et al studied a locally resonant acoustic metamaterial con

sten, epoxy and rubber and found that the viscoelastic material affects both the band gap location b

enuation of waves at frequencies around the band gap49. We then focus on the Kelvin-Voigt (K-V) visco

, where a frequency-dependent loss is equivalently added to the imaginary part of the modulus. Colle

ted the two-dimensional complex band structure of a plate and used the minimum value of the ratio

ary part of the wave number to the amplitude of the wave number at the same frequency to estimate

ion of evanescent waves in the band gap50. Krushynska et al used the K-V model and the generalized M

to calculate dissipative solid acoustic metamaterials consisting of rubber. By comparing these two visco

it is found that the Kelvin-Voigt model provides reliable results from medium to high frequencies51.

stigated longitudinal wave propagation in viscoelastic composite rods. Coupling of the viscosity of th

al and of the damping of the resonator is helpful to widen the band gap and enhance wave attenua

nska et al compared the elastic model, the K-V model and the generalized Maxwell model to predict

ly measured viscoelastic curves, revealing the correlation between viscosity of the plate and the transm

m measured experimentally53. The above references further investigated the application of viscoelastic

oelastic materials. However, these articles rarely combine the complex band structure and the transm

m of viscoelastic materials to analyze the propagation of evanescent waves in the plate. Furthermo

ents have been conducted to compare with the numerical transmission modes.

ntly, increasing attention has been paid to one-dimensional phononic metastrips cut from a slab54–56

mplies two more free boundaries compared to the usual slab57. Efforts have been made to enlarge ba

b waves by strengthening Bragg scattering58, or coupling Bragg scattering and local resonance59. T

lation of elastic waves was also realized by fluid fillings through fluid-solid interaction60.

his paper, we focus on the propagation of evanescent waves in viscoelastic metastrips cut from an

ted with periodic rectangular holes. Complex band structures and transmission spectra of the metastr

ted using the finite element method. Viscoelasticity is introduced by considering the Kelvin-Voigt mod

ution of displacements of evanescent waves are imaged by using a vibrometer. A theoretical model is dev

redicts accurately the displacement distribution in transmission mode. The effects of the slicing form

x band structure are discussed. For comparison, metastrips cut from a lossless steel slab are also invest
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re 1: Unit cell (a) and photographs of the H-type epoxy metastrip (b) and steel metastrip (c). Geome

parameters of the unit cell are a = 20 mm, b/a = 0.5, c/a = 0.1, d/a = 0.1, and e/a = 1.

II. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

is section, the numerical method used for the computation of complex band structure is given alon

V model. Numerical and experimental evaluation of the distribution of displacements in metastrips

ted.

, we introduce the K-V model to characterize the viscoelastic behavior of materials. The stiffness te

expressed as61

C̃ = C + ıωη,

and η the elastic tensor and the viscoelastic tensor, respectively. For harmonic wave propagation

astic solid, the dynamic equilibrium equation is62:

ρω2u(r,k) +∇ · [C̃ : ∇su(r,k)] = 0,

ρ is the mass density, ω is the angular frequency, u = (u, v, w)T is the displacement vector , r = (x, y, z

ate vector, k = (kx, ky, kz) is the wave vector, and ∇su(r) = 1/2(∇u(r) + (∇u(r))T ). According to the

, the displacement has the following form:

u(r,k) = uk(r)e−ikr,

uk(r) is a periodic function of coordinate. When viscosity is introduced, all propagating waves become

d should be characterized using complex band structures. For this purpose, the wavenumber can be i
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in the governing equation by substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2). We obtain the generalized wave equation:

(4)
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ρω2un(r) +∇ · [C̃ : ∇suk(r)]− ık · [C̃ : ∇suk(r)]− ı(∇ · C̃) · [uk(r)⊗ k]

+k · C̃ · [uk(r)⊗ k] = 0.

oth k and ω are involved in the governing equation, we can solve for the real band structure by choosin

envalue and sweeping k along the boundary of irreducible Brillouin zone.

rnatively, we can also calculate the complex band structure by choosing k as the eigenvalue and by sw

e frequency range of interest. Commonly used methods for calculating the complex band structure incl

e the transfer matrix method63, the extended plane wave expansion method64, and the finite element me

paper, we use the partial differential equation (PDE) module of the finite element software COMS

te the complex band structure. We set k = kθ, with θ = (cosφ, sinφ cos θ, sinφ sin θ), where k = |k|
s the unit vector parallel to the propagation direction of the elastic wave. φ is the angle of the unit vect

xis and θ is the angle of projection of the unit vector in the yz-plane with the y-axis. First we focus

ensional periodic (H-type) metastrip with unit cell shown in Fig. 1. The unit cell has a relatively larg

nd narrow connectors. Therefore it is adapted to the generation of resonant band gaps65. Considerin

ation along the direction of periodicity, we have φ = θ = 0 and thus k = (kx, 0, 0). The governing equat

E module has the following form:

− ρω2u +∇ · (−C̃∇u−αu) + β ·∇u + γu = 0,

, β, γ coefficient matrices to be determined. Comparing Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) we obtain α = −ıC̃ ·k, β =

= −k · C̃ ·k. Periodic boundary conditions are applied on the surfaces perpendicular to the x-axis direc

uk(r) = uk(r + a),

e remaining surfaces are left free. A triangular mesh is first used for the top surface with element size

a/100 − a/10. Then a swept mesh is generated to divide the geometric model into 4 layers in the th

on. A similar process for the use of the PDE module can be found in Ref.61 for bulk waves.

hermore, experimental measurements are carried out to investigate the propagation of evanescent wav

etric wave source is applied to the left of the metastrip by attaching a piezoelectric patch on the strip

d (c). The response is collected on the right part of the metastrip by using a Polytec scanning vibromete

d experimental process can be found in Ref.60. For comparison, we also calculate the transmission sp

ree-dimensional finite metastrip by applying an out-of-plane excitation. We define the transmission in

y

F = 20log10(

∫
S1
|U1|dS∫

S2
|U0|dS

),

U1 is the total displacement received on the right side of the metastrip (S1) and U0 = 1 is the z-polarize
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source at the left side (S2). The length of the numerical model is slightly smaller than that for experiment to reduce

the calculation cost, but accuracy is not affected.
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e 2: Complex band structure (a) and transmission spectrum (b) of the H-type steel metastrip. The le

t parts in panel (a) show the variation of frequency with the real and imaginary wave number, respecti

he elastic model is considered. The color scale indicates the polarization of waves from in-plane modes

ut-of-plane modes (red). The black solid line is the real band structure of the elastic model. The gray

sents the band gap for out-of-plane waves. The distributions of the z-polarized displacement at the ma

s H1, H2 and H3 in panel (a) are also presented. Numerical and experimental transmissions are present

panel (b) using blue and red lines, respectively.

III. EVANESCENT WAVE IN ELASTIC METASTRIP

re introducing viscoelasticity, we first investigate evanescent wave propagation in the bandgap of the

etastrip. The material parameters of the elastic steel are C44 = 80.769 Gpa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 an

ρ = 7850 kg/m3. The complex band structure of the H-type steel metastrip can be obtained by fo

cess in section II with viscosity neglected. The results are shown in Fig. 2. In order to distinguish b

t polarized modes, we further calculate the polarization amount pw for out-of-plane waves:

pw =

∫
V
|w|2dV∫

V
(|u|2 + |v|2 + |w|2)dV

.

mparison, the real band structure of the elastic metastrip is also presented with the black solid line in

viously found that the real part of the complex band structure is exactly the same as the real band str

e imaginary part being uniformly zero. Hence this study also serves to verify the calculation of comple

res. In addition to those waves that are propagating with no attenuation in the structure, the imagina
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e 3: Attenuation of evanescent waves in H-type steel metastrip. Panels (a) and (b) show the numerica

erimental transmission modes of finite steel metastrips at 35 kHz and 60 kHz, respectively. The color s

ents the amplitude of normalized displacement. Panels (c) and (d) show the displacement distribution

e central line on the top surface of the metastrip at 35 kHz and 60 kHz respectively. The numerical an

ental displacement distribution along the central line of the top surface is shown in solid line in the to

f panel. The black and red lines indicate the displacement distribution obtained from experimental an

ations, respectively. The green dashed lines represent the displacement distributions predicted from Eq

ith φ1 = 0.5, k1 = −9.42− 3.02i, φ2 = 0.5, k2 = −3.14− 3.01i in (a) and φ1 = 0.5, k1 = −0.66i, φ2 = 0

6.28− 0.66i in (b). The blue dashed line represents the exponential-like decay of the measured displac

fitted by the minimum imaginary wavenumber in the complex band structure.

esents 4 frequency ranges where non-zero values exist and are marked by red dots: 20.2− 23.5 kHz, 27.8

0.8− 45.9 kHz and 53.7− 64.6 kHz. They are band gaps for out-of-plane waves, where only evanescent

Fig. 2(b) presents numerical and experimental transmission spectra of the finite metastrip. It is observ

ical and experimental results agree very well. The transmission becomes small in the 4 ranges character

plex band structure. This result indicates that it is reasonable to use the elastic model to predict acc

nsmission properties of the steel metastrip. It is also noted that there are many transmission peaks

ission spectrum. They correspond to the resonance of the finite elastic metastrip.

latively flat band around 30 kHz is observed in the real part of the complex band structure. The z-po

ement distribution at point H1 is given in Fig. 2. Vibrations on the two sides of the central beam are in

tion, so mode H1 can not be excited by applying a symmetric harmonic plane wave source. This band

ed as a deaf band66,67. The deafness of this band is also verified by the numerical transmission spe

b) where only very small transmission is observed around 30 kHz. A small transmission peak is found

ental transmission around that frequency, however. This might be owing to the fact that the piezo

is not completely parallel to the metastrip, so that spurious in-plane waves are excited and collected
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(a) (b)

c1

a

4: Complex band structure (a) and transmission spectrum (b) of the H-type epoxy metastrip. The le

arts in panel (a) show the variation of frequency with the real and the imaginary wave number, respec

ity is introduced according to the K-V model. The color scale indicates the polarization of waves from in

(blue) to out-of-plane modes (red). The black solid line is the real band structure of the corresponding

. The gray area represents the band gap for out-of-plane waves in the real band structure. The experim

ission is presented in panel (b) with the red line. For comparison, numerical transmissions obtained by

-V model and the corresponding elastic model are presented with the blue and the yellow lines, respec

eter.

urther investigate evanescent waves, we select two frequency points (35 kHz and 60 kHz) inside the ba

strate in Fig. 3 the displacement distribution at the top surface of the structure. It is observed that vib

concentrate on the unit cells close to the wave source, and the other unit cells show almost no vibration

decay, observed in both simulation and experiment, is the typical behavior of evanescent waves. Mea

ons are found to propagate further in Fig. 3(b) compared to Fig. 3(a). To quantitatively evaluate the

t the displacement distribution along the central line of the top surface in Figs. 3(c) and (d), respe

ical and experimental results are shown using black and red lines, respectively. Both results are found to

xponential way. The decay is related to the minimum imaginary wavenumber in the complex band struc

cated by the dashed lines. The minimum imaginary wavenumber at 35 kHz is 3.02, larger than that at

So the vibration decays faster at 35 kHz.

IV. EVANESCENT WAVE IN VISCOELASTIC METASTRIP

is section, we turn our attention to the epoxy metastrip. As epoxy is a kind of polymer, its viscosity is ge

ronounced than that of common solids (e.g. steel), making it more difficult to predict the wave respon
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5: Attenuation of evanescent waves in the H-type epoxy metastrip. Panels (a) and (b) show the num

xperimental transmission modes of finite steel metastrips at 24 kHz and 40 kHz, respectively. The color

sents the amplitude of the normalized displacement. Panels (c) and (d) show the displacement distribu

the central line on the top surface of the metastrip at 24 kHz and 40 kHz. The numerical and experim

acement distributions along the central line of the top surface are shown with a solid line in the top pa

anel. The black and the red lines indicate the displacement distribution obtained from experimental an

ations, respectively. The green dashed lines represent the displacement distributions predicted from Eq

φ1 = 0.66, k1 = −3.11− 2.03i, φ2 = 0.33, k2 = 9.46− 2.06i in (a) and φ1 = 0.5, k1 = 0.07− 0.55i, φ2 =

6.35− 0.56i in (b). The blue dashed line represents the exponential-like decay of the measured displace

fitted by the minimum imaginary part of the wave number in the complex band structure.

tic model. The K-V model is thus used in the numerical simulation and for comparison with experimen

al parameters used for epoxy are C44 = 8.51 GPa, η44 = 2.128 × 103 Pa · s, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.41 an

ρ = 2038 kg/m3. We plan to measure material parameters for instance using a dynamic mechanical a

) in the future.

complex band structure and the transmission spectrum of the epoxy metastrip computed including th

are shown in Fig. 4(a). The real band structure calculated by using the elastic model is additionally pre

parison. Since we consider the same unit cell, the real band structure for elastic epoxy is apparen

ith that for steel, but compressed to lower frequencies. Three bandgaps for out-of-plane waves are ob

arked in gray in the elastic case. The sharp corners at the bandgap edge of the real band structure b

d in the complex band structure when viscoelasticity is considered. As frequency increases, the effect b

bvious. The minimum imaginary part gets larger compared to the results for steel in Fig. 2(a), sug

r attenuation even in the passing bands. Fig. 4(b) shows the numerical and experimental transmiss

epoxy metastrip. The blue and yellow lines present the numerical results of the K-V model and the

respectively, whereas the red line presents the experimental result. It is found that the transmission ob
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found in Appendix A. Transmission peaks appearing in the elastic spectrum are washed out in the r

equency range of the viscoelastic spectrum in both simulation and measurement. This is attributed

ing effect of viscosity69, which is not observed in the transmission of Fig. 2(b). Bandgap edges become

transmission spectrum as compared to steel.

. 5(a) and (b) illustrate the displacement distribution for epoxy at 24 kHz and 40 kHz. The variat

ement along the central line are shown in Figs. 5(c) and (d). Vibrations are found to decay in an expo

both cases. Experimental results agree well with numerical simulation when the K-V model is selecte

ude attenuation can be well fitted by using the minimum imaginary wavenumber determined from the c

tructure. Hence, the evanescent behavior is correctly characterized using the K-V model.

THEORETICAL MODEL TO PREDICT DISPLACEMENT DISTRIBUTION OF EVANESCE

WAVE

is section, a theoretical model is proposed to predict the modal distribution of evanescent wave in the met

ing to the theory of diffraction gratings30, the diffracted field is a superposition of harmonic waves with d

tion orders, some of them evanescent. The appearance of evanescent waves in the periodic metastrip

tood in a similar way. Since there exists many evanescent modes at any frequency, the evanescent field

ed as:

w(x, y) =
m∑

n=1

φnwn(x, y)e−iknx,

wn represent the displacement fields extracted from the nth order eigenmodes in the complex band str

avenumber kn. φn is a weighting coefficient for each evanescent wave. Since evanescent waves decay ve

sider only the lowest two orders to approximate the transmission mode. Eq. (9) is then rewritten

w(x, y) = φ1w1(x, y)e−ik1x + φ2w2(x, y)e−ik2x.

. 3 and Figs. 5 show the predicted displacement distribution from Eq. (10) with the green line. The num

edicted results match perfectly with the lowest two orders of evanescence. They agree convincingly w

ental distributions. The remaining small discrepancies might be owing to slightly different settings

ent and simulation. This indicates that the oscillations of the displacement distributions, rather th

g trend, are accurately predicted by Eq. (10). This prediction is very helpful for the practical de

ic metastrips. Furthermore, it is also noted that accurate material properties should be considered

tion of complex band structures, especially for polymer with large viscosity.
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(a) (c)

(b)

ure 6: Schematic diagram of different metastrips cut from a slab and the I-type metastrips fabricated

riments. (a) The yellow and blue cut areas indicate the H-type and I-type metastrips, respectively. (b)

metastrip made of epoxy. (c) The metastrip made of steel.

VI. I-TYPE METASTRIPS

is section we study the effect of different cutting forms on the behavior of evanescent waves, with impact

x band structure and the transmission spectrum58,70. Two different forms, as shown in Fig. 6, are cons

llow areas in Fig. 6(a) show the cut form of the H-type sample in Fig. 1, while the blue areas show th

I-type sample. The I-type metastrips fabricated in epoxy and steel are shown in Figs. 6(b) and (c).

plex band structures and transmission spectra of the I-type metastrips are shown in Fig. 7 for epoxy a

teel, respectively. It is found that evanescent waves are reconstructed for different cutting forms, lead

eration of bandgaps (including avoided crossings) at different frequencies. The cut-off frequency of t

dinal branch decreases and closes the longitudinal bandgap. More results are collected in Appendix

nal deaf mode appears for both epoxy and steel metastrips. The related modal distributions are shown i

d 8(a) (point I1). Their vibrations are asymmetric with respect to the wave propagation direction. Hen

affect the transmission spectrum for a harmonic plane wave source. The viscoelastic model should be in

numerical calculation whenever the viscosity of the medium can not be neglected. In this way, the experi

ission can be well predicted by numerical simulations, as illustrated by Figs. 7(b) and 8(b).

observed in Fig. 8 that the lowest z-polarized bandgap exists at 20.2− 22.6 kHz for the I-type steel met

rresponding vibration modes at the band edges are also illustrated in the figure. It is observed that the

ution at the lower edge (point I3) is similar to the second order flexural vibration of a simply supported

xz-plane. The exterior ends of the narrow connectors and the central of the lump have almost no vib

bration mode at the lower edge of H-type metastrip (point H3 in Fig. 2) has similar characteristics. IT

prising that these two lower edge modes have almost identical frequencies. For the upper edge (point I

distribution looks like the first-order flexural vibration of a beam with two free ends in the yz-plane.

can also be found at the upper edge of the H-type metastrip in Fig. 2 (point H2). However, the con

t relatively large vibrations, leading to different upper band edges for the H-type and I-type metastrips
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(a) (b)

xy

z
a

e 7: Complex band structure and transmission spectrum for the I-type epoxy metastrip. The left and

n panel (a) show the variation of frequency with the real and imaginary wave number, respectively. Vi

uded using the K-V model. The color scale indicates the polarization of waves from in-plane modes (bl

plane modes (red). The black solid line is for the real band structure of the corresponding elastic mode

rea represents the band gap for out-of-plane waves in the real band structure. The inset shows the vib

of the z-polarized band inside the 2nd bandgap. Experimental transmission is represented in panel (b)

red line. For comparison, the numerical transmission obtained using the K-V model and the correspon

elastic model are presented by the blue and the yellow lines, respectively.

VII. CONCLUSION

is paper, we have investigated the propagation of evanescent Lamb waves in viscoelastic metastrips m

With the aid of the finite element method, we have calculated the complex band structure and the transm

m of the metastrip by taking the K-V model into account. Experiments were conducted to measu

ission spectrum and the distribution of displacements. For comparison, the results for essentially lossle

rips are also given. A theoretical model is proposed for the distribution of the displacements of evan

The effect of different slicing forms on the complex band structure and the transmission spectrum we

ed. The results and discussions lead us to the following conclusions:

n addition to propagating Lamb waves, evanescent Lamb waves in the elastic metastrip are precisely

by using the complex band structure. Deaf bands are observed for a symmetric z-polarized wave sourc

ical transmission obtained by using the elastic model agrees well with experiment for the elastic steel met

hen viscosity is introduced, all Lamb waves become evanescent in the viscoelastic epoxy metastrip

ical and experimental distributions of those evanescent waves can be predicted accurately by the pr

ical model, considering only the two least evanescent waves obtained from the complex band structure in
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x
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e 8: Complex band structure (a) and transmission spectrum (b) of the I-type steel metastrip. The lef

t parts in panel (a) show the variation of frequency with the real and imaginary wave number, respecti

he elastic model is considered. The color scale indicates the polarization of waves from in-plane modes

ut-of-plane modes (red). The black solid line is the real band structure of the elastic model. The gray

esents the band gap for out-of-plane waves. The insets show vibration modes of the z-polarized band a

ed points I1, I2 and I3 in panel (a). Numerical and experimental transmissions are represented in pane

with the red and the blue lines, respectively.

V model.

amb wave propagation in the metastrip is highly affected by the choice of the cutting form defining t

ifferent cutting forms can result in the reconstruction of evanescent waves, leading to the opening or clo

ps.

ddition to the phononic metastrip considered in this study, the proposed model can be extended t

ional periodic metaslabs19, and to metastructures with binary-phase media71. Novel devices based

ic metastrips are expected.
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endix A: NUMERICAL TRANSMISSION OBTAINED BY GENERALIZED MAXWELL MOD

ddition to the K-V model, the generalized Maxwell model can be considered to calculate the transm

the viscoelastic metastrip. The generalized Maxwell model has the following form:47,53:

E = E0 +
m∑

n=1

En
ω2τ2n

1 + ω2τ2n
+ ı

m∑

n=1

En
ωτn

1 + ω2τ2n

E is the complex-valued and frequency-dependent Young’s modulus, E0 is Young’s modulus for the

n and τn denote the modulus contributions and the corresponding relaxation times, and m is the num

ll elements. Of course, unless the parameters of the generalized Maxwell model can be fitted to expe

an only be set rather arbitrarily. Here, we conduct the simulation by using E0 = 24 GPa, m = 2, τ1

.1. Results in Fig. 9 are plotted with green (E1 = E2 = 10 kPa) and purple (E1 = E2 = 100 kPa

ively. Although the decay frequency regions are observed to be close to the experimental results in th

green line, the exact transmission is not the same. When we increase E1 and E2, the transmission sp

toward higher frequencies and consistency becomes even worse. Therefore, we do not find improved agr

periment when compared to the K-V model.

Appendix B: EFFECT OF CUTTING FORMS ON COMPLEX BAND STRUCTURE

his appendix we present the complex band structure for metastrips with different cutting forms. D

rips are indeed obtained by translating the cutting planes along the y-axis in Fig. 6(a). I-type and

rips discussed in the main text are obtained for y = 0 and y = 10 mm, respectively. The comple

re for metastrips obtained for y = 3 mm (Fig. 10(a)), and y = 7 mm (Fig. 10(b)) are considered here.

paring Figs. 4(a), 7(a) and 10, it is observed that the complex band structure is clearly different for d

forms. Fig. 7(a) shows that as y increases, the slope of band a changes first from negative to positiv

ecomes negative again. Besides, there is an intersection of two longitudinal bands for the H-type me
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left and right parts in panel (a) and (b) show the variation of frequency with the real and imaginary w

er, respectively. The black solid line is the real band structure of the elastic model. The distributions

polarized displacement at the marked points in panel (a) are also presented. The color scale indicates t

polarization of waves from in-plane modes (blue) to out-of-plane mode (red).

mm) in Fig. 4 (marked as circle c1). As y decreases, the intersection separates. An avoided crossing a

10(b) (marked as circle c2) for y = 7 mm. Furthermore, a resonant band gap appears in Fig. 10(a) fo

f y is further decreased down to 0, the lowest two longitudinal bands become almost parallel with each

e band gap disappears (as illustrated by Fig. 7 for the I-type metastrip). Moreover, it is also interes

e that different cutting forms can break the continuity of complex bands61,72, leading to the reconstruc

cent waves (see circles c3 and c4 in Fig. 10).
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Highlights

 Complex  band  structure  for  evanescent  Lamb  waves  is

calculated by using fnite element mettod.

 Numerical and experimental distributions of evanescent waves

agree well and can be accurately predicted.

 Evanescent waves are reconstructed for diferent cutting forms,

leading to tte opening or closing of bandgaps.
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